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Economic Data Leaves Wall Street Mixed In Volatile
Start To Fourth Quarter
The S&P 500 declined 0.3% in a volatile week of trading. Several economic reports reawakened
growth concerns and contributed to heavy selling, but the market was able to end the week on a
positive note following decent employment data for September.
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The Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 0.9%, and the
Russell 2000 lost 1.3%. The Nasdaq Composite increased
0.5%.
Five S&P 500 sectors finished lower, while six finished
higher. The energy (-3.8%), materials (-2.5%), industrials
(-2.4%), and financials (-2.2%) sectors posted big losses,
as did the Dow Jones Transportation Average (-3.0%). The
information technology (+1.1%) and health care (+0.9%)
sectors showed relative strength. The Philadelphia
Semiconductor Index rose 2.0%.
This week’s market-moving reports (in order of release)
included the ISM Manufacturing Index, ISM NonManufacturing Index, and Employment Situation Report:

The ISM Manufacturing Index for September
declined to 47.8% (Briefing.com consensus 50.2%)
from 49.1% in August for its worst reading since
June 2009.
The ISM Non-Manufacturing Index for September
fell to 52.6% (Briefing.com consensus 55.4%) from
56.4% in August.
September nonfarm payrolls increased by 136,000
(Briefing.com consensus 150,000) following upward
revisions in August and July. The unemployment
rate dropped to 3.5%, which is the lowest since
December 1969. Average hourly earnings were flat
(Briefing.com consensus +0.3%).

The continued weakness in the manufacturing sector
forced investors to reassess earnings prospects
and premium valuations, especially if the weakness
tricked over into the consumer-oriented services
sector. As suspected, and evidenced by the data, nonmanufacturing activity did slow down, but the ensuing
selling may have been too much, too soon.
At one point, the S&P 500 was down 4.1% in less than
three sessions. An opportunistic mindset took fold, likely
contributing to some short-covering activity, to help

the broader market bounce from a short-term oversold condition. The buy-the-dip momentum picked up after the
employment report showed modest jobs growth, propelling the S&P 500 back above its 50-day moving average (2942) by
week’s end.
Apple (AAPL) had a great week. Apple shares rose 3.7% this week after JP Morgan raised its price target to $265 from
$243 and the Nikkei Asian Review reported it asked its suppliers to increase iPhone 11 production by up to 10%.
Another noteworthy story included Charles Schwab (SCHW) eliminating commissions for stocks, ETFs, and options
listed on U.S. or Canadian exchanges. E*Trade (ETFC) and TD Ameritrade (AMTD) followed suit, and shares of all three
companies posted huge losses this week.
U.S. Treasury yields continued to decline amid the growth concerns and growing expectations for the Fed to cut rates not
only in October but also in December. The 2-yr yield fell 23 basis points to 1.39%, and the 10-yr yield fell 16 basis points
to 1.52%. The U.S. Dollar Index declined 0.3% to 98.74. WTI crude dropped 5.6% to $52.78/bbl, further pressured by
rising inventory levels.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Diversification does not guarantee investment returns and
does not eliminate the risk of loss.
Data and rates used were indicative of market conditions as of the date shown and compiled by Briefing.com. Opinions, estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market
trends are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. References to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative
purposes only and do not constitute a solicitation, offer, or recommendation to purchase or sell a security. S&P 500 Index is a market index generally considered representative of
the stock market as a whole. The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the U.S. equities market. Each company’s security affects the index in proportion to its market value.
NASDAQ Composite Index is a market value-weighted index that measures all NASDAQ domestic and non-U.S. based common stocks listed on the NASDAQ stock market. Dow Jones
Industrial Average is a widely used indicator of the overall condition of the stock market, a price-weighted average of 30 actively traded blue chip stocks, primarily industrials, but
also includes financial, leisure and other service-oriented firms. Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the smallest 2,000 companies in the Russell 3000 Index of the
3,000 largest U.S. companies in terms of market capitalization. MSCI Emerging Markets Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization index that is designed to measure equity
market performance of emerging markets.
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